We present composite spectra constructed from a sample of 242,150 Lyman-α (Lyα) forest absorbers at redshifts 2.4 < z < 3.1 identified in quasar spectra from the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS) as part of Data Release 9 of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey III. We select forest absorbers by their flux in bins 138 km s −1 wide (approximately the size of the BOSS resolution element). We split these absorbers into five samples spanning the range of flux −0.05 F < 0.45. Tests on a smaller set of high-resolution spectra show that our three strongest absorption samples would probe circumgalactic regions (projected separation < 300 proper kpc and |∆v| < 300 km s −1 ) in about 60% of cases for very high signal-to-noise ratio. Within this subset, weakening Lyα absorption is associated with decreasing purity of circumgalactic selection once BOSS noise is included. Our weaker two Lyα absorption samples are dominated by the intergalactic medium.
INTRODUCTION
Since the birth of the first stars, the formation and evolution of galaxies has been intertwined with the evolution of intergalactic and circumgalactic media. These reservoirs of gas feed star formation and galaxy assembly, but also reflect the history of star formation by virtue of the presence and properties of heavy elements. Knowledge of the degree of enrichment by metals in the intergalactic medium (IGM) and circumgalactic medium (CGM) allows exploration of the energetics of mechanical outflows from galaxies (e.g. Mac Low & Ferrara 1999; Scannapieco, Ferrara & Madau 2002; Pieri, Martel & Grenon 2007; Pinsonneault, Martel & Pieri 2010) . These outflows are a key component in our understanding of galaxy formation as they have the potential to heat and eject gas from dark matter halos, suppressing star formation, or increase the cooling rate by depositing metals, promoting star formation (e.g. Aguirre et al. 2001; Oppenheimer & Davé 2006; Schaye et al. 2010; Barai et al. 2013) . The pattern of elemental abundances present may also reveal the stellar populations that give rise to them. The abundance of individual ionization species of these elements allows investigation of the extragalactic UV background (due to the impact of photoionization), and the density and temperature of the gas (due to collisional ionization and recombination). A large number of metal species are required to measure all of these effects and break degeneracies between them (Aguirre et al. 2008; Pieri et al. 2010b) . In this paper, we apply a novel analysis technique; we stack quasar spectra on the rest-frame locations of Lyα absorbers (Pieri et al. 2010b, P10 hereafter) in the enormous spectral database of the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS, Dawson et al. 2013 ). This affords the derivation of constraints on the metal enrichment and ionization state of intergalactic and circumgalactic gas.
The distribution of gas on large scales and its metal properties may be probed by measuring intervening absorbers along the line of sight to bright background quasars. The aptly named Lyman-α forest is a crowded distribution of absorption lines associated with trace amounts of neutral hydrogen (or H I) in this largely photoionized medium (Gunn & Peterson 1965; Lynds 1971) . It provides us detailed information on the density of structure over a significant range of redshifts for each quasar spectrum. Most of the Lyman-α (Lyα) forest is associated with moderate overdensities (ρ/ρ ∼ 1-10) and traces filamentary structure on large scales, but some strong forest absorbers along with Lyman limit systems and damped Lyman-α systems (DLAs) are thought to be associated with galaxies and the circumgalactic medium (e.g. Faucher-Giguère & Kereš 2011; Fumagalli et al. 2011) .
These spectra also allow measurement of a variety of metal species in principle, but in practise only a limited number are detectable in the Lyα forest. Three-times-ionized carbon or C IV (e.g. Meyer & York 1987; Cowie et al. 1995; Schaye et al. 2003; Pieri, Schaye & Aguirre 2006 ) and five-times-ionized oxygen or O VI (e.g. Schaye et al. 2000; Pieri & Haehnelt 2004; Simcoe, Sargent & Rauch 2004; Pieri et al. 2010a ) are particularly well-observed. Many other weak lines are challenging to detect, but progress has been made towards this goal (P10) by stacking Lyα forest lines in Sloan Digital Sky Survey II Data Release 5 (SDSS-II DR5; York et al. 2000; Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2007 ) quasar spectra.
Associations between galaxies and intervening absorbers are easier to establish at low-redshifts where the galaxies are readily identified (e.g. Tumlinson et al. 2011; Lundgren et al. 2012 ; Stocke et al. 2013; Nielsen et al. 2013 ). Significant challenges exist in surveying galaxies at high-redshift (z > 2), particularly since much of this population is expected to be composed of faint, dwarf galaxies (e.g. Pieri & Martel 2007, A. Rahmati et al in prep) . Efforts are underway to build large samples of galaxies using the Lyman break technique (known as 'Lyman break galaxies' or LBGs). Samples such as the Keck Baryon Structure Survey (KBSS, Steidel et al. 2010; Rudie et al. 2012; Rakic et al. 2012) and the VLT LBG survey (Crighton et al. 2011 ) are being used to study the interaction of galaxies and the IGM/CGM, but these surveys have yet to show many weaker lines in optically thin gas. Progress has also been made by using observations of galaxies to explore the properties of their own circumgalactic regions (Martin 2005; Steidel et al. 2010) , but ambiguities exist between smallscale galactic effects and larger scale circumgalactic absorption.
We present an alternative approach using absorbers as a proxy for galactic and circumgalactic regions in order to construct a much larger sample and so have greater sensitivity to weaker metal transitions. This approach is not without precedent; Pieri, Schaye & Aguirre (2006) used strong C IV lines as a proxy for galaxy locations motivated by observations of LBGs and nearby quasars (Adelberger et al. 2003) . This approach was primarily used to investigate the existence of metals far from known galaxies. Lehner et al. (2013) use partial Lyman limit systems and Lyman limit systems as a proxy for galaxies at z 1. In addition P10 stacked strong, blended Lyα forest lines in the SDSS-II DR5 sample and found indications of circumgalactic conditions in the resultant composite spectra.
We return to the analysis of P10 with methodological modifications, a larger data set from Data Release 9 (Ahn et al. 2012 ) of SDSS-III (Eisenstein et al. 2011 ), more extensive results, and investigations of our selection function using simulated spectra and high-resolution spectra with LBG proximity from the VLT LBG survey. We present a catalogue of composite spectra for varying Lyα absorber strength, each with measurements of seven Lyman series lines, Lyman limit opacity, and 26 metal transitions from 7 elements and 13 ionization species. We also publish our composite spectra online to enable alternative measurements of the absorption profiles. We perform a preliminary interpretation of our measurements including constraints on gas metallicity and absorber sizes. In future work, we will carry out direct comparisons to the predictions of cosmological hydrodynamic simulations. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the data used in this analysis. In Section 3, we describe our selection of Lyα absorbers and investigate the kind of systems and environments it picks out, appealing to both simulations and the VLT LBG analysis. Section 4 sets out the method we used to produce composite spectra of these absorbers. In Section 5, we describe our results including characterisation of H I absorption, measurements of metals, and comparison to simple models. Section 6 provides a discussion of our results and it is followed by a summary.
We assume a solar pattern of elemental abundances taken from Anders & Grevesse (1989) for our interpretation. There are a number of alternative choices available, but the differences are small on the scale of the effects discussed here.
DATA
The Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey is one of four spectroscopic surveys that make up SDSS-III (Eisenstein et al. 2011) , all conducted from the 2.5-meter Sloan telescope (Gunn et al. 2006) at Apache Point Observatory. The BOSS instrument (Smee et al. 2013 ) consists of two double spectrographs each with a blue channel and a red channel. We use the SDSS-III Data Release 9 (Ahn et al. 2012) high-redshift quasar sample, selected using the techniques and data outlined in Ross et al. (2012) (see also Bovy et al. 2011) . The sample of high-redshift quasars was compiled by visual inspection of quasar candidates as outlined in Pâris et al. (2012) .
The resolution of these spectra varies over R ≈ 1650 to R ≈ 2500 and is broadly lower (higher) at the low (high) wavelength end of both the blue and red channel of each BOSS spectrograph. In the portion of the spectra we use for selecting Lyα absorbers, it varies over 1650 R 2150. We assume a constant value of R=2000 when fitting line properties, and this assumption will lead to small systematic errors in our line widths; however, we do not draw detailed conclusions from line widths in this paper. The BOSS spectrograph provides coverage over the wavelength range 3450-10400Å, although the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) declines at the blue end, and much of the redward end of the spectra is discarded due to strong sky lines.
The SDSS spectroscopic pipeline (Bolton et al. 2012) performs the basic data reduction and calibration of quasar spectra. For our analysis we make use of several, publicly available, value added products from Lee et al. (2013) including principal component analysis (PCA) continua, a correction of spectral residuals (associated with a small error introduced by imperfect masking of Balmer lines in spectroscopic standard stars used for flux calibration) and zero-velocity calcium H+K absorption lines (likely associated with the Milky Way halo), a supplementary mask of sky lines in addition to those provided by the SDSS pipeline, and corrections for known biases in the pipeline estimated noise. There are 54,468 quasars in the Lee et al. (2013) sample with redshifts providing intergalactic Lyα forest coverage (z q > 2.15).
In order to arrive at a sample well-suited to the purpose of selecting absorbers in a meaningful way, we implement a quality cut described in Section 3, and as a result, only 30,555 of these spectra provide a portion of the forest in the desired redshift range of sufficient quality, with a total redshift path of ∆z = 3409. This section also explains our decision to rebin our sample by a factor of 2 compared to the SDSS pipeline, giving 138 km s −1 wide wavelength bins. DLAs from the Noterdaeme et al. (2012) catalogue were excluded from the analysis. We reject DLAs in order to improve the homogeneity of our selection of strong, blended Lya forest lines and simplify interpretation (although we note that their omission had negligible impact due to their scarcity in the sample). Their cores were masked using the value added flags in Lee et al. (2013) . In addition, the wings of these lines were masked where the provided fits indicated a greater than 5% flux decrement. These cuts produce a sample of 242,150 Lyα forest absorbers in 138 km s −1 wide bins in a renormalised flux range from −0.05 F < 0.45.
We use two different methods for renormalising the quasar continua to probe intervening absorbers, one for our selection of Lyα absorbers to stack and another for creating spectra to stack. PCA continua (Lee, Suzuki & Spergel 2012) are used for the selection of absorbers to stack, but these continua are limited to 1030-1600Å in the quasar rest-frame. This approach is adequate for Lyα selection since we only stack Lyα absorbers that are free from contamination by higher order Lyman lines.
We perform an absorption-rejecting cubic spline fit to estimate the continuum level over the full spectral range. The PCA continua provide more robust absolute measurements of Lyα absorbers, but our spline fits are of sufficient quality for the stacking of spectra, where it is only necessary that they be smooth with respect to the width of absorbers and that they remove the bulk of the quasar properties. Any remaining quasar properties will contribute only weak stochastic error in our composite spectra due to our pseudocontinuum fitting of stacked spectra (see Section 4).
We fit a cubic spline to nodes measured as the median flux in 20Å wide chunks. We discard any blueward band with a 100-pixel (6900 km s −1 ) boxcar smoothed S/N < 1 as our absorption rejection procedure performs poorly where the noise is greater than the signal. We iteratively refine the median flux of these nodes by rejecting negative deviations from the spline greater than the spectral error estimate in the forest and twice the spectral error outside the forest. We do not fit within ±15Å of Lyα and C IV transitions in the quasar rest-frame since these emission line centres are too sharp to produce a good fit. We then discard points within ±20Å of these features, an extra 5Å padding, because spline fits can produce unstable results when presented with sharp edges.
LYMAN α ABSORBER SELECTION
Given the sensitivity of stacking analyses to the selection of objects, we have developed our selection with the aid of simulated spectra which are a close reproduction of those present in the BOSS Lyα survey. These simulations are described in detail in our future paper (M. Mortonson et al. in prep) , but we will briefly summarise them below (Section 3.1). Our selection function is imposed on us predominantly by the resolution of the data. Our goal is to explore the statistical properties of systems selected by this procedure.
We select Lyα absorbers in the redshift range 2.4 < z < 3.1. This choice is motivated by our desire to obtain high quality spectral coverage of the Lyman limit at the blue limit and Mg II at the red limit in stacked spectra. The spectral resolution in our sample equates to a full width half maximum (FWHM) of 2-2.6 pixels (138-179 km s −1 ) in the standard SDSS spectral wavelength solution. Because of the critical impact of S/N on our absorber selection, we rebin the spectra by a factor of 2 before selection to reduce noise, with only minimal loss of resolving power. This provides us a wavelength bin size of 138 km s −1 , and has the additional benefit of precluding double-counting of absorption from the same resolution element.
We use only the flux in these rescaled bins (with a quality cut described below) to select systems for stacking. We present five samples of Lyα absorbers for stacking, with (0.1n − 0.05) F < (0.1n + 0.05), where n = 0, 1, . . . , 4. Our simulations described in Section 3.2 indicate that this value of ∆F is a good reflection of our ability to produce distinct samples when an appropriate quality cut is used. In order of increasing flux (and hence decreasing absorption) our samples include 11441, 25128, 42034, 65045 and 98502 absorbers.
At BOSS resolution with 138 km s −1 bins, a Lyα forest line of typical width with no damping wings does not reach saturation, regardless of its column density. The distribution of Doppler parameters in the Lyα forest is well characterised by a Gaussian with median b ≈ 30 km s −1 and σ = 10 km s −1 that is cropped below b =15-20 km s −1 (e.g Hu et al. 1995; Rudie et al. 2012) . As Figure 1 shows, only single lines with log N HI 18 or unusually high Doppler parameters (> 40 km s −1 ) reach a minimum flux below F = 0.15. Therefore, fluxes below this limit generally arise from blends of lines, and even at higher fluxes blends of weak lines may dominate by number over isolated strong lines. The 2-pixel rebinning increases the degree to which blending affects the selection. We discuss the significance of this selection function further in re- lation to simulations in Section 3.2 and circumgalactic regions in Section 3.3.
As we show in Section 5, the inferred H I column in our samples are characteristic of saturated lines that don't generate significant opacity at the Lyman limit in individual high-resolution spectra. This effect makes such systems challenging to identify without appealing to Lyβ observations (Kim et al. 2002) , which are themselves difficult to confidently distinguish from Lyα absorbers. However, our sample successfully probes this regime.
Our sample of absorbers is drawn from wavelengths 1041Å < λ < 1185Å in the quasar rest-frame. We make this choice to eliminate the selection of O VI absorbers and absorbers proximate to the quasar (within 7563 km s −1 ). We assume that all remaining absorbers arise due to the Lyman-α transition and so are available for selection. As we discuss in §5.2 this assumption is not always valid, but typically the cases where it does fail are distinct from the effects we intend to measure, and the breakdowns themselves provide useful information about metal interlopers.
Production of simulated spectra
The simulated Lyα spectra we use to study issues related to absorber selection are generated by computing the transmitted flux fraction F along random sightlines through an N-body+smoothed particle hydrodynamic (SPH) simulation in a 100 h −1 Mpc box with 2 × 576 3 particles (with equal numbers of gas and dark matter particles). The simulation was run with a version of the code GADGET-2 (Springel 2005) with several modifications described by Oppenheimer & Davé (2008) , including modeling of galactic outflows with a momentum-driven wind model. The cosmological parameters assumed for the simulation are consistent with results from the Five-Year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP5, Hinshaw et al. 2009 ). For the analysis presented here, we use only the z = 2.5 simulation output.
For each sightline through the simulation volume, we run the SPECEXBIN code (Oppenheimer & Davé 2006) , which computes the gas density, temperature, metallicity, and velocity contributed by all SPH particles intersecting the line of sight. It utilises those quantities to compute the redshift-space optical depth along the sightline for Lyα and several metal lines, assuming ionization equilibrium to determine the ionization fraction for a given density and temperature. In this paper, we use simulations only to calibrate Lyα absorber selection, so we only use the Lyα optical depth τ Lyα from SPECEXBIN; simulated spectra that include additional Lyman series lines and metal lines will be studied in our forthcoming comparison paper (M. Mortonson et al., in prep.) , which will also describe the simulation itself in greater detail.
To produce simulated spectra that match the absorber redshift distribution, resolution, and noise properties of the BOSS DR9 sample, we use measurements from the Lee et al. (2013) sample of quasar spectra and value added products. For each high-redshift quasar in this sample, we divide the observed Lyα forest wavelength range (specifically, 1041Å < λ < 1185Å in the quasar restframe) into segments with length equal to the simulated sightlines described above, i.e. 100 h −1 Mpc. Typically, 3-5 such segments are required to cover the Lyα forest for each quasar. For each segment, we randomly draw one of the simulated 100 h −1 Mpc sightlines and shift it by a random offset in the line of sight direction using the periodic boundary conditions of the simulation volume. We multiply all τ Lyα values along the sightline by a factor τ eff (z)/τ eff,sim , where τ eff,sim = 0.233 is the effective Lyα optical depth measured in the z = 2.5 simulation and τ eff (z) is the observed power-law relation from Faucher-Giguère et al. (2008) evaluated at the appropriate redshift for Lyα absorption at the observed wavelength. All of the rescaled sightlines are combined into a single Lyα forest spectrum of transmitted flux F sim = exp(−τ Lyα ) for each quasar.
We smooth the resulting spectrum F sim (λ ) to BOSS resolution by convolving it with a Gaussian with width equal to the actual wavelength-dependent dispersion for the quasar spectrum from the DR9 sample. We then resample the smoothed flux on the SDSS wavelength solution; we designate the smoothed and pixelized (but still noise-free) flux fraction F 0 .
Finally, we add simulated noise to the spectrum: F = F 0 + N. For each pixel, we draw N from a Gaussian with wavelength-and flux-dependent variance
where C obs (λ ) and S obs (λ ) are the estimated continuum flux and sky background flux, respectively, from the actual quasar spectrum in the Lee et al. (2013) catalog, and at each observed wavelength λ , k(λ ) is the coefficient that best fits the relation in equation (1) as measured in the BOSS DR9 sample of quasar spectra (replacing F 0 with the observed flux fraction F obs and using the estimated noise variance for σ 2 F ).
Simulation motivated selection
Figure 2 provides an illustration of the typical spectral characteristics that form part of our selection. The bottom panel presents a portion of spectrum with simulation resolution (reproducing data with fully resolved lines) and no noise. The middle panel shows the same portion of simulated spectrum with BOSS resolution, our 2-pixel rebinning, and no noise. Comparison of these two panels confirms that low flux at high-resolution is not sufficient to produce low flux at BOSS resolution; a degree of blending is also required. The top panel displays the same spectrum as the middle panel with the addition of typical noise in our sample. Note that we treat each wavelength bin that falls into our target flux range as an absorber. As is clear in this figure, adjacent strongly absorbed wavelength bins arise from extended structure in velocity space, and not thermal wings of lines. Our key metric for Lyα selection quality is the successful recovery of noiseless Lyα flux in BOSS spectra. We maintain this quality standard by discarding selected absorbers in portions of the forest with a 100-pixel (6900 km s −1 ) boxcar smoothed S/N per pixel below a required value. We perform this quality test by selecting simulated absorbers with noise for our five selection samples and examining the distribution of noiseless fluxes that went into this sample. Figure 3 shows the results of this test for all our selection samples, whose boundaries are shown by dashed lines. In each case, the band-wise S/N > 3 provides acceptable noiseless flux recovery (the most inclusive cut that allows the peak in the P(F) of true flux (F 0 ) to lie within the selected flux range in all cases), and we adopt this as our preferred quality cut. This figure also demonstrates that there will always be a large contribution from higher flux pixels when selecting strong absorbers, as there are many more weak absorbers that may enter the selection due to noise (see Section 3.3 for further discussion). Our lowest absorption sample (top panel) is a special case intended to recover pixels with saturated absorption. Since the true flux is never negative, the distribution of noiseless fluxes in this selection is necessarily highly asymmetric, and the selection is strongly contaminated by weaker absorbers. Note that while our simulation does include systems with N HI > 10 16 cm −2 that dominate this sample (as we shall show in Section 5.1), more work is needed to compare the detailed incidence of such systems to observations. 
Comparison between H I absorption and galaxies
The results from KBSS Rakic et al. 2012) provide useful indications of the relationship between our strong Lyα absorbers and Lyman break galaxies (LBG) at redshifts z =2-3. The KBSS surveyed for LBGs in the fields of 15 bright quasars with Keck/HIRES spectra enabling absorption measurements characteristics of circumgalactic gas on scales of 50-3000 proper kpc (pkpc). Rudie et al. (2012) argue that the CGM is best characterised by portions of quasars absorption spectra within 300 pkpc transverse separation of LBGs and ±300 km s −1 along the line of sight. They find that nearly half of H I absorbers with log N HI > 15.5 arise in circumgalactic regions (their figure 30) and that absorbers with log N HI > 14.5 cluster strongly with LBGs. Rakic et al. (2012) take a pixel optical depth approach in their investigation. In lines of sight separated from LBGs by < 130 pkpc, the median τ Lyα ≈ 10 on scales of ±150 km s −1 along the line of sight was measured. This scale is the size of the BOSS resolution element, and 70% of the pixels in these regions have 2 < τ Lyα < 50. Rakic et al. (2012) argue that the regions probed are the virialised halos of LBGs and that the relatively high velocities along the line of sight correspond to peculiar motions of this gas.
We will present evidence from Lyman series and Lyman limit absorption that our three strongest absorber samples (F < 0.25) are associated with typical H I column densities of 10 15.55 cm −2 and above. The KBSS results suggest that these populations will probe circumgalactic regions. To address this expectation more directly in the context of our dataset, we have examined data from the VLT LBG survey (Bielby et al. 2011; Crighton et al. 2011; Bielby et al. 2013 ) and a forthcoming VLT/FORS2 survey (N. Crighton et al., in preparation), which measure spectroscopic redshifts of BX-selected (Adelberger et al. 2004 ) and LBG-selected galaxies in the fields of 13 bright quasars with high-resolution echelle spectra. We also include the 10 closest pairs in the Rudie et al. (2012) sample using high-resolution QSO spectra from the Keck archive. These bright quasars were selected for their high incidence of local LBGs.
We convolve these high-resolution, high S/N quasar spectra with a Gaussian broadening profile to match BOSS resolution, and rebin them to a wavelength scale with bin width 128 km s −1 . We include bins in the range 1041-1185Å in the quasar rest-frame and within 2.1 < z < 3.. We then investigate the fraction of wavelength bins that meet our Lyα flux selection criteria and are near an LBG, which we define as being within 300 pkpc transverse separation and ±300 km s −1 along the line of sight. The results are shown in Figure 4 .
We apply completeness corrections based on an assessment of the completeness of the LBG sample as a whole. We derive a total volume density of 2.5 < z < 3.5 Lyman-break selected galaxies from Reddy et al. (2008) by assuming all LBGs down to 0.2M * show Lyα absorption similar to that observed around our galaxy sample with nearby sightlines to bright QSOs. This is then compared with the volume inside a cylinder of radius 300 pkpc and the length of a forest line of sight, to obtain the total expected number of LBGs near the line of sight. Our results are then rescaled to bring the total number of LBGs in line with this expectation. Operationally, this involves multiplying the fraction near galaxies for each Lyα absorption sample by a factor 12.7. Our observed sample of galaxies are in the redshift range 2.1 < z < 3. compared to our Lyα forest range of 2.4 < z < 3.1, but the UV galaxy luminosity function shows little evolution from redshift 2-3, and the mean flux evolution over this range is weak compared to differences in Lyα flux near and far from LBGs. The main uncertainty in this completeness correction is the faintest magnitude limit and uncertainties in the faint-end slope of the z ∼ 2.5 luminosity function. These lead to a potential systematic error of a factor of two in our inferred complete LBG number densities. Our volume estimates do not take clustering into account, which will tend to overestimate the correction factor. However we expect this effect to be small compared to the uncertainty in the faint magnitude cutoff.
Compared to actual BOSS spectra, the convolved VLT and Keck spectra are effectively noiseless and so analogous to F 0 rather than F in Figures 2 and 3. We find that, where the noiseless flux is F 0 < 0.25, the selected absorber is near an LBG on average 60% of the time. The probability is roughly flat over this flux range and indicates that over the strongest three flux intervals of our BOSS analysis, we would be probing the CGM roughly half the time, in the absence of noise. Wavelength bins with fluxes in the range 0.75 < F 0 < 1.05 show only a weak trend in proximity to LBGs. Wavelength bins with a flux of F 0 < 0.25 are ten times more likely to be near to LBGs than bins with F 0 > 0.75. Bins with F 0 < 0.25 are five times more likely to reside near LBGs than for a random distribution of LBGs, as indicated by the horizontal dashed line in Figure 4 .
In combination with Figure 3 , we see that these flux intervals show decreasing purity of CGM selection for increasing flux due to a greater contribution from noisy non-CGM absorbers. Using these simulations we can quantify the degree to which we select absorbers in this flux range: the probability that the true flux is F 0 < 0.25 for our five samples is (with decreasing Lyα absorption strength) 90%, 79%, 49%, 13% and 2%. If CGM regions are selected 60% of the time when F 0 < 0.25, but never for higher fluxes, the purity of CGM selection would be 54%, 47%, 29%, 8% and1%. This calculation is clearly an underestimate as the incidence of LBGs as a function of flux, measured using data from the VLT LBG survey (Crighton et al. 2011 ) and a subset of the KBSS sample . We convolve the VLT spectra to BOSS resolution; compared to the actual BOSS spectra they are effectively noiseless. The red and blue histograms show the fraction of 138 km s −1 bins in intervals of flux that lie 'near an LBG', which is defined to be within 300 pkpc and ±300 km s −1 along the line of sight. The red histogram shows the measured fraction and the blue histogram shows the fraction after a correction for the completeness of the LBG sample has been applied. The grey band indicates the range of fluxes for our five intervals of selected Lyα flux. The inset shows the total number of wavelength bins in each flux interval. The dashed line indicates the completeness corrected fraction of galaxies for a random distribution of galaxies.
CGM regions does not drop to zero, nor does it decline as a step function.
It should be noted that the CGM regions, as characterised in the above way, are frequently not directly associated with the LBGs observed. Simulations by Rahmati & Schaye (2014) obtain good agreement with Figure 30 of Rudie et al. (2012) , but find that this is only achieved by including less massive objects with lower SFRs which are below the detection limit of observations. The observed LBGs have virial radii of ∼ 100 pkpc, but they cluster with these dwarf galaxies creating an extended CGM region out to ∼ 300 pkpc. Therefore, our inferences about circumgalactic regions should not be regarded as a measurement of regions associated with detected LBGs themselves but rather the LBGs and their low luminosity neighbours.
Line list modelling
We have compared our selection function to hydrodynamic simulations and observed sight-lines near LBGs. Here we complete the picture by exploring the range of column densities of systems selected. We achieve this by reconstructing model spectra of five quasars from the line list of Kim et al. (2002) , which was compiled in order to investigate evolution in the line number density. This was achieved by generating a Voigt profile for each line using the quoted column density, b-parameter and redshift using the ESO MIDAS data reduction package. We produced high resolution mock spectrum of each quasar, smoothed them to reproduce BOSS resolution and rebinned them to our 138 km/s wavelength bins. This allowed us to reproduce our absorber selection function and explore the HI column densities of lines that contributed to these absorbers, again in essentially noiseless spectra.
We argued in the previous two sections that our strongest three absorption samples are characterised as circumgalactic by virtue of their selection of noiseless F 0 < 0.25 wavelength bins on 138 km s −1 scales, and they do so with varying degrees of efficiency due to BOSS noise. We identified 78 of these wavelength bins over a redshift path of ∆z = 2.39 and found that this sample typically consists of blends of three lines which are distinct in high resolution spectra. The highest column density line of the blend was in the range 10 14 cm −2 < N HI < 10 16 cm −2 in 94% of cases. This indicates that our sample is dominated by blends of strong forest lines.
The number of wavelength bins with F < 0.25 over our total redshift path ∆z = 3409 is 82412 (for our three strongest Lyα absorption samples plus those bins with F < −0.05). This corresponds to an incidence rate of l(z) = 24.2 with SDSS noise, compared to l(z) = 31.3 of effectively noise free data from our line list model spectra. The difference can be accounted for by a 77% completeness of F < 0.25 systems in our sample -a value which is consistent with the signal-to-noise of our sample. Kim et al. (2002) state that they are not able to confirm the presence of N HI > 10 17 cm −2 lines. They reconstruct the full Lyα forest, but in these cases they will underestimate the column. If we conservatively assume that all systems with N HI > 10 17 cm −2 are sufficiently blended with lower column lines such that they are all selected, we can assess their maximal potential impact. We also assume that they are selected independently and are not blended with each other. Fumagalli et al. (2013) find that the incidence per unit redshift of lines with a Lyman limit opacity above τ LL = 2 (i.e. N HI > 10 17.5 cm −2 ) is l(z) = 1.21. This would mean that there are 2.9 systems in our line list model spectra i.e. 3.7% of the sample. Note that this analysis includes the contribution of super Lyman limit systems (or sub-DLAs) and DLAs. Since we have excluded the Noterdaeme et al. (2012) DLA sample (with N HI > 10 20.3 cm −2 ) from our analysis, the above constitutes a 10% over-estimate of the incidence rate of high Lyman limit opacity systems in our sample (taking the relative incidence rate of O'Meara et al. 2013) .
We may also consider the contribution of partial Lyman limit systems with τ LL > 0.5 (i.e. N > 10 16.9 cm −2 ) using the O'Meara et al. (2013) incidence rate of such systems; l(z) = 2.0 in this more inclusive range. Again, we can conservatively assume 100% selection in our line list model blended only with non-LL systems. This would provide 4.8 systems and so 6.1% of the sample.
It is clear even in a conservative assessment, that systems with significant Lyman limit opacity (τ LL > 0.5 ) are a small minority of systems selected. However, we recognise that a small minority of systems with strong metal signal could have a significant impact on measurements of metal lines in our composite spectra. We discuss the the impact of this effect in Section 6.1.
STACKING PROCEDURE
We follow the procedure described in P10 to stack absorbers in the Lyα forest that are selected as described in the previous section. All absorbers are assumed to arise due to the Lyman-α transition 1 , and so are assigned a suitable redshift, z abs , and shifted to the absorber rest-frame. In the process the whole quasar absorption spectrum is 1 See Section 5.2 for a discussion of where this assumption breaks down. This stacked spectrum has not been pseudo-continuum fitted and so includes broad absorption by uncorrelated absorbers. The pseudo-continuum is overlaid as a green curve. The red curve, with the y-scale on the right hand side, shows the number of pixels (in units of 10 3 ) that went into the stacked spectrum at each point. Note the scale of the y-axes in each panel.
treated as arising due to gas at the same redshift and so shifted by a factor of 1 + z abs to the absorber rest-frame. Absorption that is correlated with the selected Lyα absorbers adds coherently to the stack, while uncorrelated absorption adds incoherently to produce noise.
This procedure is repeated for all selected absorbers, sometimes using the same quasar spectrum more than once, and a stack of spectra is obtained. This wavelength grid of the stacked spectrum is set by the standard SDSS wavelength solution,
10
−4 = log 10 λ i+1 − log 10 λ i
where λ is the wavelength inÅ. If we select an absorber at λ 1 and assume it is a Lyα forest absorber, we have a redshift z 1 given by λ 1 = λ α (z 1 + 1).
Assuming that the adjacent pixel in the composite at wavelength λ ′ > λ α also measures the properties of the same gas (and so is at the same redshift) then
Substituting these into equation (2),
Hence the pixel-spacing of the wavelength solution in the stacked spectrum is identical to the data where the data has a uniform ∆ log λ solution. The wavelength solution of the stacked spectrum is fully described by this pixel-spacing and the rest-frame wavelength of the system stacked (Lyα in this paper). Consequently the operation of stacking is a simple process of shifting by the number of pixels separating the marker location in the quasar spectrum and Lyα in the rest-frame in the stack, with no interpolation. We rebin our spectra for Lyα selection by a factor of 2 to reduce noise. However, we do not rebin the spectra before stacking. As a consequence, 1215.67Å in the wavelength solution for the composite spectrum is centred between two pixels. In the results that follow, the full profiles of lines in the composite spectra are measured without rebinning, and the central fluxes of lines are measured by averaging the two nearest pixels in the composite (see Section 5.1). The next step is to characterise this stack of spectra with a chosen statistic. We use two statistics: the median and the 3% clipped arithmetic mean (i.e. discarding the highest 3% and the lowest 3% fluxes). In both cases we determine the error estimate in a pixel by bootstrapping the stack of spectra.
Redward of 1215.67Å in the composite spectrum, the stack of the spectra transitions from entirely within the forest to entirely outside the forest. Noise due to uncorrelated contaminating absorption is the same order of magnitude as the corrected pipeline error estimate in the forest-contaminated portion of the stack of spectra and is subdominant outside of the forest. There is significant pixel-to-pixel covariance in composite spectra due to this contaminating absorption, since contaminating lines extend over resolution element scales. This transition region is dictated by the redshift of the selected Lyα absorbers with respect to the emission redshift of the quasars in whose spectra they reside. We may choose to require that only forest-free regions contribute to some portion of this transition region by eliminating the contribution of some absorbers from that portion of the stack. We do so where the reduction of noise from eliminating contaminating absorption exceeds the increase of noise from having fewer spectra. In practice this balance occurs at wavelengths > 1293Å. In effect, for portions of the composite spectrum with wavelength λ comp > 1293Å, we require that (1 + z abs ) > (1 + z q )λ α /λ comp . Figure 5 presents the resultant stacked spectrum, and a discontinuity due to this condition is clearly visible.
The red line in Figure 5 shows the number of spectra that contribute to the stacked spectrum at each point. The decline in counts at the red and blue ends are a consequence of limited spectral coverage in individual spectra. The lowest redshift absorbers stacked do not have coverage at the blue end and the highest redshift absorbers do not have coverage in the red end. As a consequence the mean redshift is higher by ∆z = 0.2 at the blue end of the stacked spectrum compared to the red end in our results.
These raw stacked spectra show smooth flux trends related to the mean flux decrement of largely uncorrelated absorbers; these are clearly undesirable features when producing composite spectra of selected absorbers. There are also smooth trends where the stacked spectrum exceeds unity by around 1%. These deviations in our stacked spectra as shown in Figure 5 (and not our composite spectra of forest absorbers such as that shown in Figure 6 ) are a consequence of smooth systematic errors in spline fitting of individual spectra.
In producing our final composite spectra, we correct both these effects by fitting this 'pseudo-continuum' and removing it in keeping with the manner in which these uncorrelated absorbers contaminate the desired signal. In P10, we argued that contaminating absorption typically occurs within the same resolution element, but would not overlap with the measured transition if fully resolved. Hence, their effect is more accurately described as additive in flux decrement rather than additive in optical depth. As a result we increase the flux globally by the flux decrement of these regions in an additive manner, i.e. the desired composite spectrum is
where F s is the raw stacked spectrum and F c is the pseudocontinuum. We fit this pseudo-continuum by manually selecting nodes and taking a spline of these nodes. An example pseudocontinuum is shown as a green line in Figure 5 . We mask known absorption lines from this process to prevent misleading the eye. This pseudo-continuum fitting procedure introduces errors of order the size of the error estimate in the composite spectrum. In order to take this effect into account, we sum these two sources of error in quadrature in the error estimate carried forward for the composite spectra, increasing the noise-per-pixel by √ 2. Broad absorption features produced by clustering are difficult to disentangle from the pseudo-continuum. In particular, the Lyα feature in the strongest composite spectra shows signal out to ∼ 3000 km s −1 (in agreement with McDonald et al. 2006 and Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 2013) . We fit through these large-scale features in producing the pseudo-continuum, but this is a somewhat subjective exercise. This effect leads to an uncertainty in the measurement of the strongest Lyα features in our analysis, but we demonstrate in the following section that our inference of H I column is not sensitive to the measurement of Lyα or Lyβ in composite spectra. Figure 6 shows an example composite spectrum in full. This spectrum is a composite produced using the median stack for Lyα absorbers selected with flux between −0.05 F < 0.05. Our two statistics have complementary uses. In the limit where contaminating absorption purely occurs as a sum of flux decrements (where lines are not intrinsically coincident, but lie within the resolution element), the subtraction of the pseudo-continuum for the arithmetic mean is a mathematically ideal operation. The median is a more outlier resistant statistic and so can provide a useful gauge of absorbing population size in tandem with the arithmetic mean when the range of the absorber strengths is broader than the noise. A joint measurement of absorber strength and population size using the full distribution of pixel fluxes in stacked spectra will be presented in a future work. 
RESULTS
The BOSS resolution element is broader than the width of observed Lyα forest and metal lines in high-resolution spectra, so even in a single pixel of the stacked spectrum the absorption arises from gas that is clustered. Furthermore, the absorption features in our composite spectra are substantially broader than the width dictated by the resolution element in all cases. All Lyman series features have a FWHM > 300 km s −1 , in cases where it can be reliably measured, and all our metal lines show a contribution from clustering at least as large as BOSS instrumental broadening across the full profiles (see Tables A2 and A1) .
As a consequence we may integrate over the full line profiles and so include all measured clustering, or limit our integration to the minimum degree of clustering set by the 138 km s −1 scale of our Lyα selection bin (which is approximately the FWHM of the resolution element). We adopt the full line profile approach as our fiducial method, denoted by subscript f , and also consider measurements of the central wavelength bin of our features and denote them with subscript c.
H I Absorption
We characterise the H I absorption by measuring Lyman series lines present in the stacked spectra and complement this with a measurement of the Lyman limit opacity provided by a modified stacking approach.
Lyman series lines
We measure the absorber rest equivalent width (W ) as shown in Figure 7 . This measurement is normalised by the oscillator strength ( f ) and the wavelength (λ ) in order to produce a quantity that asymptotes to a constant value when the lines in the series become unsaturated. This quantity is measured for each of seven Lyman series lines for both composite spectra produced using the median and the arithmetic mean statistic. Precision measurements of the equivalent width are challenging for the Lyα line (and Lyβ line to a lesser degree) due to systematic errors in distinguishing the pseudo-continuum from these broad features produced by clustering as discussed in the previous section.
We produce model line profiles using the analysis package The equivalent width over the full profile of Lyman series lines W f with a scaling of ( f λ ) −1 that yields a constant quantity for optically thin lines. Seven Lyman series lines are shown for our three strongest samples using both the median and arithmetic mean statistics. Single line models for full line profiles are presented in order to characterise the allowed range of column densities and Doppler parameters assuming that a single line dominates the total column density. VPFIT 2 and measure their normalised equivalent width in the same manner. Our aim is to use the Lyman series to constrain the characteristic H I column density of the systems of our Lyα absorber composites.This task would be straightforward if the higher-order lines showed a clear plateau in W f / f λ indicating that these lines were unsaturated, in which case one could simply find the column density of models that show the same plateau. Unfortunately, the situation is not always so clear, because the high-order lines remain marginally saturated in the strongest absorption samples. We must therefore infer H I column densities more qualitatively. Models are selected to provide reasonable agreement with the highest order well-measured Lyman lines. We do not require a match to the Lyα or Lyβ lines because weak blended lines raise their equivalent widths while having little effect at higher orders. For each absorber flux interval we show solid curves indicating the range of column densities allowed for a Doppler parameter choice that roughly matches the observed trend in W f / f λ for higher order lines without overproducing Lyα or Lyβ absorption. We adopt the column density of the central curve as the inferred column density characteristic of that absorber sample, and the comparison indicates a typical uncertainty of ∆ log N HI = ±0.15. For comparison we also display our upper limit on the column densities by relaxing our requirement that broad agreement with lines n =3-7 be obtained. Here we only require consistency with n = 6 and n = 7 measurements (while treating lower order lines as upper limits) and allow the Doppler parameter to take its lowest value seen in high-resolution observations, b = 15 km s −1 . Little increase in upper limit on the column density is derived from this test in all but the strongest absorption sample despite the fact that these models do not reproduce the observed trends well.
In some cases Lyman series lines measured in the arithmetic mean composite indicate a significantly higher HI column density than the median composite. This indicates that the absorbing population is not uniform and that there are a minority of selected systems that show stronger absorption. These systems would have a greater impact on a less outlier resistant statistic such as the arithmetic mean. Rather than choose a preferred statistic we quote allowed values for N HI that span the range indicated by both statistics.
We report our inferred column densities in Table 1 and plot the N HI values in Figure 10 . If we use the central bin fluxes instead of the full velocity range, inferred column densities are lower by ∼ 0.5dex.
Lyman limit opacity
Higher order Lyman lines are a valuable measure of high column density H I, but have limitations when lines become saturated. Hence, we combine constraints from the previous section h Figure 8 . Renormalised composite spectra showing the excess absorption at the Lyman limit that arises upon selecting Lyα absorption as described in Section 3. The portion of the composites used to measure the Lyman limit opacity are designated by the vertical green dashed lines. The expected Lyman limit flux decrement in this region inferred from our Lyman series analysis of full line profiles (see Section 5.1.1) is indicated by the horizontal red dotted line. Figure 9 . The Lyman limit optical depth measured in composite spectra presented in Figure 8 between 900Å and the Lyman limit. The mean Lyman limit opacity of the Lyα forest has been corrected for; however, the measurement is a sum of the Lyman limit opacity of selected Lyα absorbers and the opacity of large-scale structures correlated with them.
with a measurement of the Lyman limit opacity because the opacity is simply proportional to N HI , albeit integrated along the line of sight. Here we stack our selected absorbers and measure the mean opacity blueward of the Lyman limit (912Å) to characterise the highest column density population in our sample. In order to measure the Lyman limit we must omit the continuum fitting described in §2 as this would subtract the desired signal. Equally, it is not sufficient to simply stack unfitted quasar spectra, as a number of unwanted effects will modify the measured opacity at the Lyman limit: weighting due to quasar S/N, peculiarities in the wavelength dependent throughput of the BOSS quasar spectra, departures from self-similarity in the quasar SED power-law, and the cumulative Lyman limit opacity of the average Lyα forest (Prochaska et al. 2011) .
Our main stacking approach includes no weighting and thus it is necessary to replicate this feature and preclude any unwanted quasar-flux-based weighting. We achieve this by normalising each quasar spectrum by a scalar value such that the mean flux in a band with 1041Å < λ < 1185Å in the quasar rest-frame is set to the mean flux in the forest given by Faucher-Giguère et al. (2008) .
We then stack the Lyα sample described in Section 3 using these renormalised spectra and the method described Section 4. In order to take into account all the remaining unwanted effects listed above, we produce a baseline stack measuring them independently of the desired signal. This is done by stacking pixels with the mean forest flux across our target forest sample (F = 0.7645) in our chosen redshift range. We select pixels over a ∆F = 0.04 range around this mean such that there are always more pixels in the baseline than in our main Lyα samples. This approach provides an appropriate baseline assuming that our main samples and these mean flux baseline pixels are both randomly distributed over 2.4 < z < 3.1. We therefore renormalise our Lyman limit composite spectrum by this baseline composite spectrum. Figure 8 presents the resultant renormalised composite spectra for each of our Lyα samples.
We measure the mean Lyman limit opacity between 900Å and the Lyman limit for each of our selected absorbers using this method; these results are shown in Figure 9 . The error in these measurements is established by bootstrapping the sample of renomalised fluxes in these windows. The bootstrap element is 3 pixels Figure 10 . The H I column density of our selected Lyα absorbers inferred from Lyman series lines (described in Section 5.1.1 and listed in Table 1) , with upper limits derived from the Lyman limit opacity described in Section 5.1.2. Lyman series are measured within the central 138 km s −1 wavelength bin (blue diamonds) and over the full line (red stars). For the Lyman limit opacity we plot +1σ values as upper limits, since they are a sum of the selected absorbers and their associated large-scale structure.
wide to encompass the FWHM of the resolution element. Figure 8 denotes the region to be utilised for the measurement of Lyman limit opacity bounded by the green vertical dashed lines. An additional, residual stochastic error may be present as a consequence of small differences in the realisation of the unwanted effects listed above between the sample and baseline stacks.
We can infer the H I column density from these measurements using the approximation N HI ≈ τ LL 10 17.2 cm −2 (Prochaska, O'Meara & Worseck 2010) . These values are greater than the column densities preferred by Lyman series measurements, as one can judge visually from Figure 8 ; however, for every absorber we stack we also select a large-scale excess in forest absorption over ∼ 3000 km s −1 scales (McDonald et al. 2006; Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 2013 ). This associated excess absorption will raise the Lyman limit opacity and so the inferred column density by comparison with our baseline stack. An overestimate in the column density of our Lyα absorber sample is to be expected here, although it is not clear whether this effect is sufficient to explain the difference. In Figure 10 , the 1σ upper envelope of column densities derived from the Lyman limit opacity are treated as upper limits on H I column density of the systems stacked.
While the impact of clustered absorption is difficult to judge without extensive investigation, these Lyman limit opacities clearly provide an upper limit on the H I column directly associated with our stacked absorbers. Both these upper limits and our Lyman series analysis exclude the possibility that Lyman Limit systems and DLAs dominate any samples, consistent with the independent argument based on line list modelling in Section 3.4. While Figure 7 suggests that the Lyman series measurements for the strongest absorption sample marginally allow a column density consistent with that of Lyman limit systems, our Lyman limit opacities rule out these systems representing the dominant population.
Metal Absorption
Our analysis of Lyman series absorption was developed to account for the important contribution of saturation in the composite spectra. Since there is no indication of saturation in any of our metal species with multiple transitions, we take a simpler approach here. We treat each metal transition from the same species as an independent measurement of column density.
We measure full line profiles by Voigt profile fitting with only the redshift fixed (to z = 0 since the spectra are already in the restframe). As for our fits of H I, we also perform line centre fits, i.e. we take the two nearest pixels to the rest-frame wavelength of the metal line of interest, average them, and obtain an error estimate by summing the errors of the two pixels in quadrature. As described in Section 5.1, this is done in order to bound the range of viable integration paths lengths for each line in the composite spectrum. The central bin provides no absorption profile to fit, so we must assume a b-parameter. Since the central bin H I analysis provides plausible single line b-parameters, we take these values (25 km s −1 for −0.05 F < 0.05 and 15 km s −1 for all other absorption samples), which corresponds to the minimum integration scale that we can plausibly investigate in the context of metal lines that show clear clustering and/or complexes. For these central bin measurements, we construct a suite of models and take our column densities and their upper and lower error bars from the central bin fluxes and error estimates. We perform our full profile fits and construct our central bin models using both VPFIT and the ESO MIDAS data reduction package and find excellent agreement between them. We show resultant column densities, and measured or assumed b-parameters in the Tables in Appendix A. As discussed in P10, there is a significant contribution to the composite spectra from the misidentification of Si III as Lyα in the selection of absorbers for stacking. This misidentification produces an effect we have dubbed 'Si III shadows' whereby many metal lines show a signal offset in wavelength by a factor of (1216/1207). It is possible to infer the size of the selected Si III absorbing population as a fraction of our selected systems by measuring the strength of the C III shadow line associated with such systems in the arithmetic mean composite. For example, in our strongest absorption sample the selected Si III absorbers must be typically at or near saturation in order to meet our selection requirements. In such cases, the associated C III absorption must be of similar strength given their similar ionization characteristics and their oscillator strengths (assuming a broadly solar abundance pattern). In the composite this C III shadow line shows a flux decrement of 2%. Each case of C III saturation must be diluted by approximately 50 more cases where no absorption is seen, and therefore only 2% of selected systems are Si III absorbers. This is marginally significant in the context of the quoted error in our measured column densities, but is negligible in the context of our current interpretation. We can use this approach to rule out significant selection of C IV and Mg II lines in our sample as no associated Si IV or Fe II respectively are seen in our composite spectra.
All metal lines labelled in Figure 6 are measured for both the arithmetic mean and median composite spectra with some notable exceptions. It is typically sufficient to disregard lines associated with Si III shadows as they lie in unused portions of the composite spectrum; however, the Si III shadow of the strongest member of the Si IV doublet contaminates the weaker member of this doublet. Therefore we do not present results from the weaker doublet line. Additionally we do not provide measurements of the N III line because it is a complex blend with Si II and an O I doublet. We forgo presenting any potentially misleading results as these challenging measurements are the only available transition of N III. The Si II and O I transitions associated with this blend are also excluded in our analysis.
Each line is measured independently in order to make consistency checks possible for both full line and centre fits. However, we must modify our approach in cases of line blends. Our approach for full line fits is illustrated in Figures A1 and A2 , where the red curve shows the fit region. For the blending of the C IV doublet we fit each line separately and omit the central overlap region. Where two lines are blended such that it is not possible to measure them independently we perform a joint fit. We make this modification for the blend of C II and O VI at ≈ 1037Å and the blend of O I and Si II at ≈ 1303Å.
We make no special arrangements for measuring the central flux when lines are blended. We do, however, require that the adjacent line has a negligible contribution to the flux in the central bin. This situation is true in all cases but one: we discard the measurement of the central wavelength bin for C II due to its blend with O VI.
We present our metal line measurements in Figure 11 and the Tables in Appendix A, conservatively excluding all measurements with less than 5σ significance. The central flux approach shows fewer measurements as a consequence of this restriction and the fact that this approach discards some signal. Overall the narrow velocity range integration of the central bin approach provides results roughly 0.5 dex lower than the full profile measurements. See Section 6 for a discussion of the significance of this difference.
Where multiple transitions of the same species are available they provide a useful alternative indication of the error in measuring lines. Their broadly good agreement indicates that we are not observing saturated metal absorbers that are diluted by noisy selection. Even a small population of very strong (F 0.5) but not fully saturated metal lines is ruled out. For example, the ratio of doublet line strengths of 2:1 in lithium-like ions (e.g. O VI) is a ratio in opacities and not flux; hence a very strong doublet that is diluted by non-detections to appear as a weak doublet in the composite spectrum would have a measurably different doublet ratio from that of a ubiquitous, weak doublet.
We treat measurements of the arithmetic mean and the median as two measurements of the same systems. The comparison between these two statistics is, to a limited extent, an indication of population size amongst the stack, particularly outside of the Lyα forest where the distribution of contaminating absorption is much larger than the stack. The question of absorber population sizes (i.e. what fraction of the selected Lyα systems are contributing to a given metal line) will be addressed in a future publication.
Comparison to simple models
The column densities of metal species in the intergalactic and circumgalactic media depend upon metallicity, abundance patterns and ionization. Changes in metallicity of the observed gas will scale all our measured columns globally, while changes in abundance pattern will scale our measurements element-by-element. Changes in ionization will modify metal line column densities in a set of broad, but constrained, ways, and it is upon ionization that we focus here. We treat metallicity as a free parameter and assume solar abundance patterns in this publication.
The ionization of all these elements is dictated by gas density, temperature, ionising radiation, and geometry. Geometry is only of significance when gas is self-shielded. We neglect this effect since, as we demonstrated in Section 5.1, all our samples are dominated by gas with an insufficient H I column to be self-shielding. Even our most conservative estimates of the potential impact of a subsample of self-shielded systems show them to be sub-dominant (Section 6.1).
The points in Figure 12 show all our metal column density measurements for full line profiles. Measurements are grouped by species and sorted from left to right in order of decreasing ionization potential. From top to bottom, the panels display increasing selected Lyα flux (decreasing absorption). Ordered in this manner it is clear that lower ionization species are mainly present in our strongest three Lyα absorption samples, and among these more lines are present in the stronger Lyα samples.
We also show five model curves produced using CLOUDY version 08.00 (Ferland et al. 1998 ) assuming a solar pattern of elemental abundances and a quasar+galaxy UV background (Haardt & Madau 2001) . In each panel, the H I column required by the model is taken from the measured H I column listed in Table 1 for that Lyα sample. We do not attempt to fit these measurements in detail, as such a fit would require a full exploration of the parameter space of all the relevant effects described above. Ultimately, matched analyses of simulations that reproduce our selection and stacking procedure will be required to investigate all the information content of our composite spectra. We will take this approach in a future work. Here we limit ourselves to the overall trends arising from the physical conditions of the absorbing gas, which are clear in a visual examination.
We do not require individual gas clouds to possess all species observed. It is a natural consequence of any spectral stacking approach that inhomogeneity in the selection will give rise to multiple populations in the composite spectrum. Furthermore, it is likely that multiple phases are present even assuming a pure selection algorithm. Thus the observed signal may arise as a combination of the models shown or even a smooth transition between them. There is, however, one key discriminating requirement: absorption must not be overproduced by a given model. If a model reproduces the absorption for a particular species, it must not overproduce absorption for another species in order to be viable. Only full line profile measurements are shown here, but the line centre approach produces similar results since both the H I and metal column densities are lower by approximately the same factor.
High-ionization species
In Figure 12 , four curves display a range of models representing typical conditions in the Lyα forest with a metallicity of [X/H]= −2. Physical conditions ρ/ρ ≈ 10 and T = 10 4 − 10 4.5 K give a broadly acceptable match to the high-ionization lines, though we do not attempt to fit samples in detail. This applies to species with ionization potentials down to and including Si IV, and perhaps also including intermediate lines such as Si III. This result is to be expected as there is a extensive discussion in the literature regarding the presence of these high-ionization lines in association with the Lyα forest, with the exception of N V which is an observationally challenging species to observe at high-redshift (Schaye et al. 2003; Aguirre et al. 2004 Aguirre et al. , 2008 . Measurements of N V and O VI in 2 of our strongest absorption samples show interesting signs of lower N/O than our cold gas models predict, potentially indicating some contribution from warmer T ∼ 10 5.5 gas. High temperature gas, T = 10 5.5 K, underpredicts C III and Si IV absorption, which could be interpreted as indicating that most of our high-ionization lines come from cooler photoionized gas, however it may also be Figure 11 . Metal species column densities with respect to stacked Lyα. Each panel displays a different metal species ordered from highest to lowest ionization potential, going first from left to right and then from top to bottom. Line measurements from both the arithmetic mean and median composite spectra are presented for both the full line profile and the central wavelength bin. Multiple transitions of a given species are used where available.
possible to reproduce these measurements with a combination of T = 10 5.5 K gas and cooler high density gas.
Low-ionization species
The presence of low-ionization potential species in the data is more difficult to explain. Most of these lines went largely undetected in the Lyα forest at high-redshift until our previous stacking analysis (P10). All of our models of typical IGM conditions underproduce lower ionization potential lines by 2-6 orders of magnitude, so an alternative approach to explaining the presence of these lines is required. The blue dashed line in Figure 12 is our model that most effectively reproduces these lines. This model has a high overdensity of ρ/ρ = 1600, the approximate minimum temperature for photoheated gas, T = 10 4 K, and a near-solar metallicity of [X/H]= −0.4. The metallicity has been scaled to produce agreement. Al II, Si II, Fe II and Mg II are well reproduced (despite using a simple solar abundance pattern). O I and C II are underproduced but these values may be described by a separate population or phase of gas and this is discussed below. The only substantial conflict with this model is the overproduction of Al III it provides with respect to the observations.
Given these high densities, our ionization models and the measured H I column density, we may infer the size of absorbing clouds in the optically thin regime by using
where N H is the total hydrogen column density, f H I is the neutral fraction and n H is the total number density of hydrogen atoms at overdensity ρ/ρ. We perform this calculation for the line centre case, which is less affected by clustered absorption; the full line measurement yields an absorber scale 0.5 dex higher due to the higher H I column density. In the strongest Lyα absorption selection sample our most consistent model indicates 30 pc scale gas clumping. The next two strongest Lyα selection samples are consistent with the same model overdensities because the measured metal and H I column densities scale together. This is consistent with lower Figure 12 . The column densities of metal species measured in order of decreasing ionization potential for all our composite spectra. Metal line columns are measured using all available lines. Model curves are displayed assuming gas is optically thin, H I columns shown in Table 1 , a solar abundance pattern, and metallicities scaled to produce broad agreement where possible without overproducing absorption. Lines are measured using full line profiles. purity of CGM selection (as we argued in Section 3.3). Applying equation (8) to these samples yields clumping scales 0.4 dex and 0.85 dex smaller due to their reduced H I columns. However, given their reduced purity we conclude that this constitutes a unreliable measure compared to the 30 pc clumping scale we infer from the strongest absorption sample. Despite the simplicity of our models, it is clear that observing low-ionization metal absorption with our relatively low inferred H I columns requires strong small-scale clumping. Figure 13 shows details of the range of allowed gas cloud sizes. All models are for a gas temperature of 10 4 K. The low and high density models have [X/H]=-0.4 and 0.3, respectively, and these values are tuned for agreement with measured Si II columns. The blue dashed line is the fiducial model for our observed lowionization species. The red dotted line represents a model with lower density and so larger clumping scales, which is ruled out by its overproduction of Si III, Si IV and C III by approximately an order of magnitude. Hence, we can rule out models with gas on scales 740 pc as a plausible model for giving rise to the low-ionization species signal in the data.
One may also increase gas density as shown in the green dashdotted curve in Figure 13 , which assumes super-solar metallicity. As with our most consistent model and all other low-ionization models explored here, Al III is strongly overproduced. This is the only model examined that is capable of reproducing the observed column of O I. When one assumes a solar abundance pattern, there is a conflict between our measured C II column densities and the relatively low columns of the low-ionization lines Si II and Mg II. The C II column density is at least an order of magnitude higher than that produced by any of the simple models that are consistent with these other lines.
DISCUSSION

The potential impact of Lyman limit systems on the composite spectra
In Section 3 we demonstrated that our selected systems, particularly those with F < 0.25, are associated with strong, intrinsically blended Lyα forest lines which are indistinguishable at BOSS resolution. We showed, that given maximal selection, systems with N HI > 10 17.5 cm −2 could at most give rise to 3.7% of our selected sample with a noise-free flux of F < 0.25, while systems with N HI > 10 16.9 cm −2 potentially give rise to up to 6.1%. We neglect the impact of such systems in our interpretation using the optically thin approximation. While this population is limited, if the metal lines associated with these systems are sufficiently strong they might have a significant impact on our composite spectra and so our interpretation. We can assess the potential impact of this effect using the above maximum incidence rate of of N HI > 10 17.5 cm −2 systems and the median composite spectrum in figure 9 of Fumagalli et al. 2013 (F13 hereafter) . Since the strongest absorber sample represents our most efficient selection of true F < 0.25 wavelength bins it provides the most convenient comparison with the above incidence rates. If one assumes that 3.7% of our sample has metal lines of the strength shown in the F13 composite and that our resultant metal signal exclusively came from them, this signal would be diluted by a factor of 1/0.037 = 27. Our resultant composite would appear qualitatively like the figure of F13 but with metal line flux decrements a factor of 27 weaker. All metal lines in our strongest composite are at least a factor 4 stronger than this projected maximal contribution from systems with N HI > 10 17 cm −2 , and so we can rule out a scenario where they dominate the signal of any of our metal lines even in this conservative case.
Note that super Lyman limit systems (or sub-DLAs) and DLAs are included in the stacked spectrum of F13. For a direct comparison with our measurements the DLAs would have to be omitted from their stacked spectrum. The excess metals associated with these DLA render the above assessment yet more conservative. Also the resolution of the F13 spectra is approximately double ours and so if the lines in this composite are narrower than ours, the minimum flux of lines will be higher and so the above calculation of their potential impact is overestimated.
The above argument does not include the impact of partial Lyman limit systems (10 16.9 cm −2 < N HI < 10 17.5 cm −2 ). We may include them with the additional conservative assumptions that the strength of their associated metals is also well characterised by figure 9 of F13 and that they are also maximally selected. The maximum potential selection of partial Lyman limit systems, Lyman limit systems, super Lyman limit systems and DLAs (i.e. N HI > 10 16.9 cm −2 ) is 6.1%. This corresponds to dilution by a factor of 16 in our sample. Again comparing with our strongest absorption sample, no metal line has a greater than 50% maximal contribution by such systems.
One final caveat must be stated. The above maximal contributions to metal lines by high Lyman limit opacity systems are based the use of a simple arithmetic mean in constructing a composite spectrum. In this work, we use the median and the arithmetic mean discarding the highest 3% and the lowest 3% fluxes. Both these statistics are more resistant to the introduction of small populations of outliers in the stack of spectra than the simple arithmetic mean. This adds another layer of conservatism to the assessment of the impact of these systems.
While we cannot clearly estimate the contribution of these high Lyman limit opacity systems, we can confidently infer that they do not dominate any of our metal line absorption measurements, given the series of conservative assumptions above. Our conclusion that much of the absorption arises in optically thin gas and requires both high density and high metallicity to explain it is not altered.
Central bin, full profile and high-resolution measurements
We measure H I and metal absorption using both the full observed absorption profile and the smallest representative portion of our spectrum associated with the selected absorbers -our 2-pixel-wide selection bin. These spectral bins are 138 km s −1 wide, slightly smaller than the BOSS resolution FWHM (150 km s −1 ). This provides two column density integration scales, one narrow and the other inclusive. The difference in column density is approximately 0.5 dex for our whole sample. While these individual line measurements differ, the uniformity of the global shift in column density makes the choice between them inconsequential when compared with our models; i.e. if the integration scale is consistent between H I and metal lines, the measurements are robust. These large differences based on integration scale should sound a note of caution for comparisons with individual lines in high-resolution spectra. All our measured column densities are integrated values and the individual, resolved lines that make up this signal may be of dramatically lower column density, potentially rendering them unobservable in individual spectra.
Limitations of our absorber size constraints
We have neglected to consider the impact of impure CGM selection or covering fractions of low-ionization species below unity. Both these effects are present in the data and lead to underestimates of the column of low-ionization species in the systems where they are present. A relative strengthening of low-ionization lines would force models to smaller clumping scales to maintain consistency. We will investigate this effect in a future publication by constraining the absorber population size and strength in the full stack of spectra at each line centre. We will also further explore the full range of H I absorption we select.
Our simple ionization models are applied assuming that the gas observed is optically thin as indicated by our results in Section 5.1. It is possible that ionising radiation can be attenuated by the small but significant Lyman limit opacity that we see. If we conservatively assume that the UV background as a whole is attenuated by this level (rather than just blueward of the Lyman limit) and apply the highest opacity shown seen in Figure 10 , we find a negligible change from the results presented here.
Changes in the UV background intensity can be treated as a simple scaling relation. Our results assumed a fixed UV background intensity at z = 2.7 taken from Becker & Bolton (2013) . When this intensity is increased or decreased by 0.1 dex (in line with the stated errors), this is equivalent to an equal increase or decrease in density for the ionization models. Hence such errors correspond to an equal modifications to the absorber size. This is a small effect compared to our current range of plausible absorber sizes. We also assume ionization equilibrium in this preliminary interpretation, but non-equilibrium effects may have a significant role in determining the characteristics of the gas observed (Oppenheimer & Schaye 2013 ).
We provide only a preliminary exploration of strong effects seen in our composite spectra by comparison with a limited set of models. We do not consider modifications to the abundance profile of elements measured, but measurements from multiple species of the same element allow us to limit the importance of this effect. In particular, observations of only Si II, Si III and Si IV are sufficient to support the constraints on absorber sizes in the CGM, since reproducing Si II columns without overproducing our Si III and Si IV columns forces models to small absorber sizes.
Our models assume a quasar+galaxy UV background model, however, much of our results arise as a consequence of probing circumgalactic regions. Therefore, a potential source of systematic error may arise where galaxies generate a local excess in the galaxy component of this radiation field. In general, a higher amplitude radiation field would require higher gas density to compensate.
Potential for further IGM/CGM constraints
We detect signs of [C/α] > 1, and this is not the first time that super solar C/α has been observed at high-redshift. Pettini et al. (2008) , Penprase et al. (2010) and Cooke et al. (2011) find evidence of [C/α] as high as 0.5 dex above solar in metal poor DLAs. Our results show a discrepancy 0.5 dex higher still than these DLA observations and for much higher metallicities. A potential explanation for these observations of high [C/α] in DLAs is a significant contribution by explosions of Pop III stars Kobayashi, Tominaga & Nomoto (2011) .
In addition, our observations of Fe II may allow exploration of deviations from solar α/Fe. We see no significant deviations that are distinct from the allowed range of gas physical conditions thus far; however, a full species-by-species exploration of parameter space with modifications to the UV background, abundance patterns and physical conditions would place valuable constraints on the abundance pattern of gas in the CGM at high-redshift.
The ultimate goal of these measurements is improving our understanding of galaxy formation and evolution. The most effective way of achieving this is by direct comparison with hydrodynamic simulations. The column densities for H I and several metal lines are broadly in line with those predicted for CGM regions by recent hydrodynamic simulations (Hummels et al. 2013; Shen et al. 2013) , but a detailed comparison is necessary for the subset of sight lines through simulated CGM regions that meet our Lyα selection functions and total H I columns. Our measurements allow a direct comparison to simulations, but they all do so with some simplifications. The optimal way to explore this problem without loss of information content is to compare the composite spectra with composites produced from simulations and we will conduct this analysis in a future work (M. Mortonson et al. in prep) . We enable the simulation community to utilise these measurements in their entirety by providing our composite spectra online 3 .
Comparison with other observations
In the above analysis we have assumed that high-ionization lines arise in gas with typical IGM physical conditions rather than a circumgalactic origin, even for systems which we infer arise in CGM regions (Section 3.3). We assume that we do select CGM regions in a minority of cases or that there is a nearby excess in IGM structure that we fail to resolve. However, recent results by Tripp et al. 3 http://icg.port.ac.uk/stable/pierim/compositelyabossdr9.html (2011) and Meiring et al. (2013) show low, high and intermediate ionization potential species are observed to be kinematically similar despite certainly probing different phases. Although they are at low-redshift, these results are consistent with our observations and are suggestive of poor mixing of hot and cold, metal rich and metal poor, dense and rare gas as part of a bulk flow. Simcoe et al. (2006) inferred near-solar metallicities and highdensities consistent with our results from three high-redshift galaxies with a line of sight in their circumgalactic regions. Schaye, Carswell & Kim (2007) explored the properties of several strong C IV lines and performed ionization calculations using upper limits on column densities of various other species. The physical conditions derived indicated clumping scales of ∼ 100 pc, solar or higher metallicities and densities of around n H ∼ 10 −3.5 cm −3 (or ρ/ρ ∼ 50). The low H I columns probed ( 10 14 cm −2 ) and moderate densities indicate that these systems are likely intergalactic in origin and not verifiably proximate to galaxies. The results are primarily a measurement of mixing of metals on large scales. More recently P10 found evidence of 10 pc clumping from composite spectra of Lyα absorbers using SDSS-II spectra. These results suggested near solar metallicities, high densities and low-ionization species making them broadly indicative of circumgalactic regions; an inference that we verify here. Steidel et al. (2010) detected sub-kpc clumping based on observations of LBGs as background light sources near LBGs. They also argue for an increase in absorber sizes with increasing galactic impact parameter.
Observations of Mg II absorbers have shown signs of clumping scales ∼ 10 −2 pc by comparison of incidence rates and beam sizes along the line of sight to gamma-ray bursts and quasars (Frank et al. 2007; Hao et al. 2007 ). There remains, however, considerable uncertainty, particularly with respect to quasar beam sizes. Indications of sub-parsec structure in Mg II absorbers have been further reinforced by the results of Hacker et al. (2013) based on time-variability of absorbers in SDSS quasar spectra.
At low-redshift a variety of measurements have been performed. Tripp et al. (2002) studied a system in the Virgo cluster showing substantial low-ionization lines (but a lack of highionization lines) and concluded a sub-kpc thickness of the gas that gave rise to them. Aracil et al. (2006) explored absorbers along the line of sight to a z = 0.37 quasar and found metallicities 0.5 dex below solar and absorber size of a few kpc. A study of Ne VIII and O VI toward a z = 1.0 quasar (Meiring et al. 2013) found systems with metallicities of Z 0.3Z ⊙ and sizes ∼ 1kpc. Supersolar neon absorption has also been seen around our galaxy (Nicastro et al. 2002) . Rigby, Charlton & Churchill (2002) found indications of clumping on ∼ 10pc scales in a sub-set of their weak Mg II absorbers that are relatively iron rich at z ∼ 1; however, Lynch & Charlton (2007) found that the incidence of such weak Mg II systems is much reduced at redshifts as high as z = 2.4, the lower redshift limit of our study.
There are striking similarities between our strongest Lyα absorption sample and the lowest H I column densities of Lehner et al. (2013) investigated at z 1. These H I columns are slightly higher than ours ( 10 16.2 cm −2 for their strongest component). They designate such systems Lyman limit systems, while formally they are only marginally partial Lyman limit systems. They report that these partial Lyman limit systems are circumgalactic in origin, and in this sample they find a bimodality in metallicity with peaks at [X/H] ≃ −1.6 and -0.3. They interpret these results as evidence of both clumpy metal rich outflows and cold metal poor ac-cretion streams. Recent metallicity measurements of components of the sub-damped system at z = 2.4 nearby a Lyman breakselected galaxy (Crighton, Hennawi & Prochaska 2013) show similarly high and low metallicities, which suggests that this bimodality may also be present at higher redshifts. While we cannot detect this bimodality in our composite spectra, we are broadly consistent with both these phases and indeed do not require additional phases than these two broadly defined categories.
SUMMARY
We present composite spectra of Lyα forest absorbers selected by flux in 138 km s −1 wide bins in the BOSS DR9 sample of quasar spectra. This binning scale represents two pixels of the SDSS wavelength solution and a little under the typical resolution of the BOSS spectrograph (150 km s −1 ). We limit ourselves to intervening absorbers (selected within 1041-1185Å in the quasar rest-frame) at redshifts 2.4 < z < 3.1. We examine five samples with increasing flux centred at F = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4.
Tests on high-resolution spectra show that our three strongest absorbers samples would, in the absence of noise, probe CGM regions (300 pkpc transverse, ±300 km s −1 line of sight) ≈ 60% of the time (Figure 4 ). In the presence of noise, we get steadily decreasing purity of CGM selection with increasing flux (Figure 3 ).
We characterise the inferred H I column density contribution to this selection by measuring Lyman series lines and comparing them with a variety of single line models. We complement this with a new modified approach to stacking directed at measuring the Lyman limit opacity resulting from our selected absorbers and any associated excess Lyα absorption. We present measurements of the column density of 26 metal lines from 7 elements and 13 ionization species, over the full line profiles (which includes all clustered absorption both from complexes and large scale structure) and for the wavelength bin selected i.e. 138 km s −1 scales (which corresponds to our most exclusive measure with respect to clustering). These measurements constitute upper and lower limits on our column density integration scale; however, both sets include clustering making them difficult to compare with observations of individual lines of sight.
We compare our measurements to simple ionization models assuming a quasar and galaxy UV background model and a solar pattern of elemental abundances. We find that the potential contribution of Lyman limit systems to our metal line measurements is sufficiently weak to allow the use of the optically thin approximation in our ionization corrections without modifying our interpretation. All our samples show clear measurements of high-ionization parameter lines broadly in line with physical conditions associated with the IGM and a metallicity of approximately [X/H]= −2. Our composite spectra corresponding to CGM regions show a number of additional lines. These are mostly low-ionization lines and we are able to reproduce them in our models only with much higher densities and metallicities. The combination of density and column density implies a characteristic length scale of these low-ionization absorbers, and we find greatest consistency with absorbers typically 30 pc in size with a near-solar metallicity of [X/H]= −0.4 . There are indications that measurements of O I require yet smaller scale gas clumping. We also detect tentative signs of a strongly elevated C/α compared to solar, and note the potential to measure both α/Fe and the shape of the UV background as part of a full search of parameter space.
We make available all our composite spectra available to allow a direct comparison between simulations and our absorption profiles. 
